
Dear KCC Members and Supporters,

Thanks to all of you who attended our AGM, to the many who sent notes of support
and enthusiasm for the path we are on, and to those who have joined actively in our
efforts following the meeting. 

It’s hard to believe, but it’s only just over two weeks since the AGM, and since then
we confirmed $565,000 of the $720,000 needed to close on the Shaubac properties.
A further $60,000 is to be ratified by the Municipality of the District of Lunenburg
(MoDL) council on September 13th. 

This leaves us with some $95,000 to raise in order to close on these lands by
September 30. We are on the home stretch!

Along with the funding itself, we have begun to develop our important new
partnership with MoDL, which will be setting up a working committee to collaborate
with KCC’s Shaubac Committee for further acquisitions and public access planning
purposes. In addition, we’ve renewed contact with many of the key conservation
organizations in Nova Scotia, such as the Nova Scotia Crown Share Land Legacy
Trust (NSCSLLT), which is contributing $192,400 towards the current acquisition
costs, and the Nature Conservancy Canada, whose NS Program Director, Jaimee
Dupont, has given us invaluable advice and support since we started out. These new
and renewed connections give us a firm foundation to move forward with future



phases of the protection of lands in the Shaubac once the current acquisition is
complete. 

Importantly, the urgency of protecting lands on the Shaubac is also becoming more
broadly apparent and supported in the local Kingsburg local community (see
attached letter from Upper Kingsburg residents Brian MacKay Lyons and Steve
Shapiro).

So, we have much in the future to look forward to! However, the challenge of raising
the last $95,000 for the current acquisition is the task of the moment. We are asking
every single member and supporter to reach deep and contribute as much as you
can to this final effort. Whether this be $20, $20,000 or more, every bit will count!
Donations can be made directly via the website, by Interac Transfer or by mailing a
cheque as per instructions and links below.

We will update the funding target on the website and keep you posted as we move
towards the September 30 deadline.

Remember!  We need your help to get to these lands preserved! 
Please donate!

Thanks!

The KCC Board of Directors

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CzP09eFjOVyeqshJu78B_FfMRscxXv5M/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CzP09eFjOVyeqshJu78B_FfMRscxXv5M/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CzP09eFjOVyeqshJu78B_FfMRscxXv5M/edit


How to Donate to the Campaign:

1- E-transfer to kingsburgcoastalconservancy@gmail.com (no
security question required)

2- Send a cheque to the KCC at Box 1, Site 1A, Rose Bay, Nova
Scotia, Canada, B0J 2X0.

3- Pay via CanadaHelps.org. 

https://www.canadahelps.org/en/charities/kingsburg-coastal-conservancy-association/

